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1) Executive Summary
1 have been retained by counsel for the Plaintiffs in the matter of Oracle International
Corporation, et al. v. SAP AG, et al. (Case No. 07-CV-01658 PJH (EDL)) to design a
statistically-valid sample ofDefendant TomolTowNow Inc.'s ("SAP TN") Fixes to
PeopleSoft HRMS that can be used to reliably estimate the number of Fixes delivered to
customers by SAP TN that infringed Oracle copyrights or otherwise resulted from
impermissible cross-use of Orade' s software.'
Oracle is interested in measuring the activity that SAP TN was engaged in to develop, test,
and distribute the Fixes created through either SAP TN's Retrofit Support Modet2 or its
Critical Support Modet,3 through the use of copies of Oracle software. Oracle' s computer
forensics expert, Mr. Mandia, has designed various measures to capture SAP TN's activity.
Mr. Mandia has gathered the information for many of these measures for the entire
population of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes to demonstrate the extent of SAP TN' s
activity. However, because ofthe enormous amount oftime and effort that would be
required to gather data for many of the other measures of interest, Oracle has collected sorne
information for Retrofit Fixes and Critical Support Fixes based on a scientific random sample

1 Based

on conversations with Oracle's computer forensics expeli, Mr. Mandia, it is my
understanding that a Fix is any software application patch, fix, code change, or Update. It is my
understanding that an Update is a group of Fixes delivered together in a single deliverable, either
by Oracle or SAP TN. Fixes typically address known or reported issues with the functionality of
the software. For example ifthe minimum wage in California went up, there would be a Fix that
applied to the incorporation of that regulatory change to the software.
Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that, in the Retrofit Support
Model, SAP TN used a published Oracle Update to generate an Update for earlier software
releases. The Retrofit Support Model required SAP TN to make many copies of Oracle software
to produce a Fix.

2

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that the Critical Support
Model involved a similar process as the Retrofit Support Model, except that it did not typically
involve using an Oracle Update as SAP TN's source. However, both models generally involved
developing and testing a given Fix in multiple Environments and then providing the Fix to
multiple customers. Both the Retrofit Support Model and the Critical Support Model required
SAP TN to make many copies of Oracle software to produce a Fix.
3

1

of the Retrofit population and Critical SuppOli population of Fixes. The Retrofit Fix sample
size is 46 Fixes out of a total population of 212 Fixes. The Critical Support sample size is
238 Fixes out of a population of 973 Fixes. I use standard statistical fOlmulas to extrapolate
results from the sample to the entire population ofFixes. Later in this report, I will discuss
the construction of the sample, the use of sampling to leam information about a wider
population, and the extrapolation of results. I will also provide details about the measures for
which Mr. Mandia gathered information. Oracle is interested in capturing SAP TN's activity
as it related to the use of Objects4 and Environments. 5 In this executive summary, I highlight
sorne of the measures that address these particular topics.
One piece of information collected for the samples of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes was
the number of customers that received a Fix as a First or Identified Deliverable. 6 Using the
Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, I understand an Object to mean, with respect to the
PeopleSoft product family, a File-based Object, a DAT file, or a DMS file. A File-based Object
refers to PeopleSoft COBOL (Common Business-Oriented Language, a programming language
with its primary domain in business, finance, and administrative systems for companies and
governments) source code files, SQR (Structured Query Reporter, a programming language
designed for generating reports from database management systems) files, and SQC (Structured
Query Language Common Code) files. A DAT file is a data file 01' a file with a .dat extension.
A DMS file is a Data Mover Script file. I understand there might be additional Object types not
included in this analysis.
4

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that an Environment is the
combination of an installation or copy on SAP TN systems of Oracle Enterprise Application
Software and a corresponding database. I further understand from Mr. Mandia that SAP TN
used Environments as a crucial tool in its creation of Fixes in both the Retrofit and Critical
Support Models.
5

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that a First Deliverable is one
or more Objects (typically, a compressed file) received by an SAP TN customer, as indicated on
Delivered Updates and Fixes. A First Deliverable is a combination of a customer and a Fix
because it is the first time a customer received a particular Fix. An Identified Deliverable is an
occurrence in which an SAP TN customer received a Fix, as indicated in the SAS database.
6

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that Delivered Updates and
Fixes refers to the unique set ofPeopleSoft HRMS Fixes that were delivered to SAP TN
customers based on Mr. Mandia's analysis ofthree sources: TN Hard Drive 78, TN Disc 09, and
TN Disc 186.
2

sample of Retrofit Fixes, I find that on average, 7.13 customers received each Retrofit Fix as
a First 01' Identified Deliverable. 7 Using this average, I estimate that the total number of
instances in which customers received a First 01' Identified Deliverable in the Retrofit
population is 1,511. 8 Using the sample of Critical Support Fixes, 1 find that on average,
26.79 customers received a Critical Support Fix as a First 01' Identified Deliverable. 9 Using
this average, 1 estimate that that total number of instances in which customers received a First
01'

Identified deliverable in the Critical Support population is 26,070. 10

For each Fix in the Retrofit and Critica1 Support samples, Mr. Mandia also counted the
number of übjects comprising First Deliverables 01' Identified Deliverables, and the number
of copies of those übjects. 11 Such übjects are tenned Associated Files. 12 Using the sample
ofRetrofit Fixes, I find that on average, there are 237.02 Associated Files for a Retrofit

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that SAP TN used the SAS
database to manage its relationships with customers, for instance by tracking infonnation such
as the relevant software version for the client and the point of contact at the client.
Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges from 5.79 to 8.46. This means that in
repeated samples the true value in the population has a 90% chance of falling within the
confidence intervals constructed in this way fram the sample. Confidence intervals are discussed
in the body of this report on page 10.
7

8

The 90% confidence interval for this measure ranges from 1,228 to 1,794.

9

Based on my results the 90% confidence interva1 ranges from 26.78 to 26.81.

10

The 90% confidence interval for the Critical Support population ranges from 26,057 to 26,084.

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that the total number of
copies of übjects here includes übjects delivered to customers as well as any additional copies
ofthose übjects found 01' recorded on SAP TN's systems for that Fix. übjects included in
compressed files are counted as copies.
11

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that Fixes were sometimes
grouped together for delivery in "bundles." If two Fixes that affected the same übject were
delivered to the same customer in the same bundle, only one übject would be delivered to that
customer; however, the customer would have received two Associated Files, one for each Fix.
12

3

Fix. 13 ,14

Based on this sample the total number of copies of Associated Files for Retrafit

Fixes is estimated to be 50,247. 15 Similarly,I find that on average, there are 655.10 copies of
Objects associated with First or Identified Deliverables of a Critical Support Fix. 16 For the
Critical Support population, 1 estimate that there were 637,412 copies of Associated Files for
Critical Support Fixes. 17
For each Fix in the Retrafit and Critical Support samples, Mr. Mandia also counted the
number ofEnviranments used in the development or testing ofthat Fix. Using the sample of
Retrafit Fixes, 1 find that on average, SAP TN used 2.63 Enviranments in the development or
testing of a Retrafit Fix. 18 Based on this sample the total number of Environments used by
SAP TN for Retrafit Fixes is estimated to be 558. 19 Similarly, 1 find that on average, SAP
TN used 6.35 Environments to develop or test Critical Support Fixes. 20 For the Critical
Support population, 1 estimate that 6,177 Enviranments were used by SAP TN in the
development and testing of Critical Support Fixes. 21

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that an Associated File is a
COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT, or DMS file that is associated with the development, testing or
delivery of a Fix.
13

14

Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges fram 232.62 to 241.41.

The 90% confidence interval ranges fram 49,315 to 51,180 for the population of Retrofit
Fixes.
15

16

The 90% confidence interval ranges fram 655.06 to 655.14.

17

The 90% confidence interval for the total for Critical Support Fixes ranges fram 637,370 to

637,454.
18

Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges fram 2.30 to 2.96.

19

The 90% confidence interval ranges fram 488 to 628 in the population of Retrafit Fixes.

20

The 90% confidence interval ranges from 5.92 to 6.77.

21

The 90% confidence interval ranges fram 5,763 to 6,592.

4

Mr. Mandia also gathered infolmation to understand Contamination22 of Objects and
Environments. One measure to capture this information, which was counted for the entire
population of Fixes for Retrofit and for Critical Support, is the percentage of instances in
which customers received a First Deliverable that was contaminated based on Mr. Mandia's
analysis ofObjects. For Retrofit Fixes, 89.75% ofthe time that customers received a First
Deliverable, that deliverable was contaminated based on Mr. Mandia's analysis ofObjects
found in Delivered Updates and Fixes. This same measure for Critical Support Fixes shows
that 93.72% ofthe time, customers received a First Deliverable that was contaminated based
on Mr. Mandia's analysis ofObjects found in Delivered Updates and Fixes.
A second measure of Contamination is provided by the percentage of instances in which
customers received a First or Identified Deliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable
was contaminated based on either Object analysis or on analysis of SAP TN' s development
and testing documentation. Based on my analysis ofthe Retrofit sample, 83.92% ofthe
instances in which customers received First or Identified Deliverables were contaminated,
based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation analysis.2 3 This same measure for Critical
Support shows that 99.12% of the instances in which customers received First or Identified
Deliverables were contaminated, based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation
. ?4
ana1YS1S.Another measure of Contamination is provided by the percentage of instances in which
customers received a First or Identified Deliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable
was contaminated based on Object and documentation analysis or based on the fact that the

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that a Fix is Contaminated if
Cross-Use of any software occurred at any point in the development, testing, or production of
any Object for that Fix. Cross-Use means a use of an Environment licensed to one customer to
provide support to another customer.

22

The 90% confidence interval ranges from 71.56% to 96.29% in the population ofRetrofit
Fixes.
23

24

The 90% confidence interval ranges from 98.65% to 99.52% in the population ofCritical

Support Fixes.

5

customer's Environment was used to support other customers. My analysis ofthe Retrofit
sample shows that 87.19% of the instances in which customers received First or Identified
Deliverables were contaminated, based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation analysis
and his analysis ofthe customer's Environment. 25 This same measure for Critical Support
shows that 99.19% of the instances in which customers received First or Identified
Deliverables were contaminated, based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation analysis
and his analysis ofthe customer's Environment. 26
A fourth measure ofContamination is captured by the percentage ofhashes for the set of
COBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable that were
contaminated based on Object analysis. The components of this measure were counted for
the full population of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes. My analysis of the Retrofit
population shows that 87.66% ofhashes for the set ofCOBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT
Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object analysis. This
same measure for Critical Support shows 67.96% of hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR,
SQC or DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object
analysis.
A final measure of Contamination is captured by the percentage of hashes for the set of DAT
Associated Files in any First Deliverable that were contaminated based on Object analysis.
The components of this measure were counted for the full population of Retrofit and Critical
Support Fixes. My analysis of the Retrofit population shows that 89.29% of hashes for the
set of DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object
analysis. This same measure for Critical Support shows 82.59% ofhashes for the set ofDAT
Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object analysis

The 90% confidence interval ranges from 74.64% to 99.74% in the population ofRetrofit
Fixes.
25

26The

90% confidence interval in the Critical Support Fix population ranges from 98.73% to

99.57%.

6

2) Introduction and Assignment
I have been retained by counsel for the Plaintiffs in the matter ofOraele USA, Inc., et al. v.
SAP AG, et al. (Case No. 07-CV-01658 PJH(EDL)) to design a statistically valid sample of
SAP TN's PeopleSoft HRMS payroll tax and regulatory Updates that can be used to
scientifically estimate the number of Fixes delivered to customers by SAP TN that infringe
Oraele copyrights or otherwise resulted from impelmissible cross-use of Oraele's software. I
understand that Plaintiffs will use the sample to estimate the percentage of instances in which
the Fixes delivered to SAP TN's customers were contaminated, in the sense that they were
handled or produced in a way that resulted from copyright infringement or breached other
laws. My role in this engagement is to generate a random sample ofFixes to be reviewed
and to calculate population and sample statistics for a number of measures, including
measures ofContamination, based on information and data gathered by Plaintiffs' computer
forensics expert, Mr. Mandia.
This report is organized as follows: In Section 3, I discuss my qualifications. In Section 4, I
list the infOlmation considered in this case. In Section 5, I provide a brief background of the
matter. In Section 6, I briefiy describe the questions of interest. In Section 7, I discuss why
sampling is statistically valid in this case. I further describe the sampling protocol used for
this analysis. In Section 8, I discuss the extrapolation methods used for my analysis. In
Section 9, I present my resuIts. In Section 10, I conelude my reporto
I reserve the right to update, supplement, and amend this report as additional information
becomes available.

3) Qualifications
I am the National Managing Director and a founder of Advanced Analytical Consulting
Group, Inc. ("AACG"). I have a Ph.D. in Economics from The University of Chicago. I
have testified in a range ofmatters over a number ofyears. My curriculum vitae is attached
in Appendix 3.
My billing rate for this case is $627 per hour. The rates of my staff assigned to this project
range from $250 to $507. Compensation for AACG is not contingent on the outcome ofthe
proceedings.
7

4) Information Considered

My opinions are based upon the review ofthe documents produced, data provided to me in
this matter, academic references, and my education and experience in research and
consulting. See Appendix 4.
5) Background

Oraele is a leading global database and applications software development company. Oraele
provides its licensed customers with robust customer support services that consist of
telephone and email customer service access, Fixes and Updates,27 and artieles that can help
customers address software issues. Oraele specifically provided tax and regulat01Y Updates
for PeopleSoft HRMS to its customers on a regular basis, so that customers using PeopleSoft
HRMS software could remain in compliance with all relevant laws and regulations. One of
the ways in which licensed customers could access these support materials during the
relevant time frame was by logging in to Oraele's password-protected support website,
Customer Connection.
In December 2004, SAP TN was a small company in Bryan, Texas (formed by ex-PeopleSoft
employees) that offered low-cost maintenance for PeopleSoft and JD Edwards software to its
customers. SAP TN continued to offer this support after being purchased by SAP in January
2005. SAP TN regularly distributed Fixes, ineluding regular deliveries of tax and regulatory
Updates. SAP TN created its Fixes, ineluding its tax and regulatory Updates, using copies of
Oraele software. 28
6) Questions of Interest

Oraele is interested in measuring the activity that SAP TN was engaged in to develop, test,
and distribute these Fixes. There are a number ofways to measure SAP TN's activity. The
From my conversations with Mr. Mandia, 1 understand that an Update is a group ofFixes
delivered together in a single deliverable, either by Oraele or SAP TN.

27

1 have been instructed by Oraele's counsel to assume that, intemally, SAP TN distinguished
between its Retrofit Support process and its Critical Support process. 1 have also been asked to
assume that both processes involved the generation and delivery to customers of tax and
regulatory Updates relevant to various releases and versions ofPeopleSoft HRMS payroll
software.

28

8

infOlmation for many of these measures can be gathered for the entire population of Retrofit
and Critical Support Fixes to demonstrate the extent of SAP TN's activity. For example, the
number ofCüBüL, SQR, and SQC files used in the delivery ofFixes can be calculated for
al1 Fixes by a computer forensics expert. However, because of the lack of clear
documentation, the lack of systematic record-keeping by SAP TN, the technical difficulty in
gathering the information required for many ofthese measures, and therefore the enOlmous
increase in the amount of time and effort that would be required to gather data for many of
the other measures of interest, Mr. Mandia has col1ected information for sorne aspects of
Retrofit Fixes and Critical Support Fixes based on a scientific, random sample ofthe Retrofit
and Critical Support population ofFixes?9 These data are used to estimate the value of
measures of interest in the population of Retrofit Fixes and the population of Critical Support
Fixes.
The statistical techniques and calculations that 1 use in this report to generate results have
been chosen because they are wel1-tested, general1y known and accepted, and wel1documented in standard statistical textbooks. 1 have selected specific statistical methods for
each type ofmeasure investigated by Mr. Mandia to provide accurate estimates ofmeasures
that are of interest in detecting Contamination. The selection of statistical methods is not
driven by any legal facts or conclusions. These are standard, wel1-known formulas that are
used in sampling situations.
7) Sampling
a. General Description
Sampling is used in many different scientific disciplines - biology, chemistry, economics and
sociology to name a few - to make statements about a measure of interest for a population,
when it may be too expensive, difficult, or time-consuming to col1ect infOlmation about that
measure of interest for the entire population. Sampling offers sorne advantages, such as the
ability to gather information at a lower cost and with greater speed. In many instances,

29 In conversations with me, Mr. Mandia thought that it would require thousands of hours of time
by highly-trained computer forensic staff to capture data for sorne groups of measures across the
entire population ofFixes.
9

including those in which highly technical or trained professionals may be required to
evaluate characteristics of the observations, sampling also permits information to be obtained
about a population when review of the entire population is not feasible. While the estimates
produced by sampling are measured with sorne variation, the extent of that variation can be
measured scientifical1y to report the statistical precision of the estimate. Furthermore, one of
the powerful advantages of scientific random samples is that as the size of the sample is
increased, the accuracy of estimates based on those samples also tends to increase. So,
scientific random samples can be designed to measure a characteristic of interest with the
level of precision required for the specific purpose at hand. For example, if we wanted to
know how many households in a town of 2000 households had a dog, we would need to
sample about 40 households to estimate that figure within a range of plus or minus 15
percentage points. 30 But ifwe wanted to know that same figure plus or minus 2.5 percentage
points, we would need to sample approximately 800 households. The level of effort put into
the sampling depends on how precisely the characteristic of interest needs to be measured for
the purposes at hand.
The required level of precision is an input given to the statistician. Given the required level
of precision for the question at hand, the statistician can develop a sampling process and
samp1e size that is likely to provide the precision required. Typical1y, a sample and
associated statistical tests al10w the statistician to make a statement of the following form:
The sample of data show that we are 95% sure that the population average lies within a
certain range, which statisticians define as the 95% confidence interva1.

31

The number of

observations sampled and the underlying variability ofthe data wil1 determine the degree of
precision that can be achieved.

30

This example is based on a confidence interval somewhere between 90% and 95%.

31 More precisely, Cochran defines a confidence interval as follows: "The '99% confidence'
figure implies that if the same sampling plan were used many times in a population, a confidence
statement being made from each sample, about 99% of these statements would be correct and 1%
wrong." Wil1iam G. Cochran, Sampling Technigues, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons,
1977), 12.

10

Often prior to taking a sample, an analysis will be perfOlmed to estimate the number of
sample observations like1y to be needed to achieve the desired precision of the estimates. I
list three elements to this process and discuss them further below. First, the desired
confidence level at which results are to be reported needs to be established. The higher the
desired confidence level, the larger the required sample size will be. Second, the desired
precision with which the results are to be reported is chosen. Finally, some rough estimate of
the standard deviation of the measure of interest in the population is often used to determine
how varied the population being sampled might be. This is done based on either some prior
infOlmation about the characteristics of the population or on a initial review of the data or
even a small sample ofthe data, often cal1ed a probe sample.
Once the sample size has been determined, a scientific random sample is drawn from the
population. If the sample is chosen so that evelY member of the population has a known
(non-zero) probability of being selected in the sample, it is possible to draw conc1usions
about the broader population based on the sample. A c1assic sampling method begins with
the enumeration of the entire population. The sampled items can then be drawn
appropriately from this population using a random number generator, which selects a number
from across the range of the enumerated population one after another until the desired sample
size is col1ected. This type of c1assic random sampling is known as sampling with
replacement, as an item selected in any round is replaced into the population so that all items
in the population have an equal probability ofbeing selected into the sample in each draw.
For purposes of illustration, suppose that a researcher is interested in determining the total
number of computers in office buildings in two city blocks, but it is velY time-consuming for
the researcher to walk around each floor of each building to count the number of computers
on the desks. Further suppose that she has some rough knowledge from a public source that
on average there are about 40 computers on each floor of a high-rise office building, but
some have more and some have fewer. She estimates that on average the actual number on
each floor will vary from the 40 by about 18. She knows that there are a total of 600 floors in
all of the buildings in these two city blocks. She assigns each floor in each building a
number so that the floors are numbered from 1 to 600.

11

In order to design the sample size, she decides to use a 90% confidence level and a 20%
precision range; that is, she wants to be able to say that if she sampled fram this population
repeatedly, 90% of the time the tme number of computers would be within plus

01'

minus

10% ofher result. Based on the infonnation she has about the average number of computers
per floor and how this average might vary acrass floors, and her goals of a 90% confidence
level and 20% precision range, she uses standard statistical fonnulas to detennine that she is
likely to need to sample 50 floors. The final estimate ofhow many computers actually exist
on those floors will be calculated once the sample is taken, but for now the researcher is just
trying to detennine approximately how many floors need to be sampled to get a precise
enough estimate ofthe average number of computers per floor.
To detetmine which 50 floors to sample fram the population total of 600, she would need to
randomly pick 50 numbers from 1 to 600, then go to those floors and count the total number
of computers on each floor. Table 1 is an example of the data she would have once she has
counted the number of computers on each ofthe 50 randomly selected floors:
TABLE 1: EXAMPLE

Floor #

Computers

Numberof
Floor #

Numberof
Computers

Floor #

461
325
314
100
189
351
342
441
200
150

30
50
27
49
45
24
56
20
45
57

34
143
102
76
48
574
9
540
144
186

13
25
47
53
33
31
42
34
45
44

90
223
250
374
369
272
260
532
198
194

Numberof
Computers

10
45
62
33
29
42
90
23
15
77

Numberof
Floor #

Computers

Floor #

Numberof
Computers

159
315

39
57
44
32
15
7
49
32

285
32
397
76
205
599
401
141

65
27
53
49
13
56
43

22

511

77

11

397

27

77

22
46
136
205
512
508
56

Using these data, she can calculate the average number of computers per floor in her sample,
which turns out to be 38.5; a bit lower than the 40 she used to detennine the sample size, but
that difference is ofno concern. Her result of38.5 is the estimate obtained fram the sample
and is the best estimate of the average number of computers per floor based on the sample.
Further, she can extrapolate to her population of 600 floors and estimate that there are 23, 100
computers in the buildings in these two blocks

12

11

If her random number generator would have produced a different set of 50 floors, her sample
average and the extrapolated total could have been different. The likely difference would
depend on the sample size she has chosen and the variation in the number of computers on
each floor. Using the data she has, she can estimate that likely variation, with a ca1culation
known as the standard error, which measures the average variation in her sample. If the
standard error in the sample is large, her estimate of the number of computers on each floor
will be less precise than ifthe standard error in her sample were smaller. 32 Once that
standard error of the sample is determined, it can be used to ca1culate and report an upper and
lower bound for the estimated average number of computers on each floor and the total
number of computers on all 600 floors of the office buildings in the population. At the 90%
confidence level, the upper bound for this total is 25,711 and the lower bound is 20,489.
This is equivalent to saying that if she were to take repeated scientific random samples of 50
floors, there is a 90% chance that the true value of the total number of computers on those
600 floors is between the confidence bounds ca1culated for each of those samples, in this
sample 20,489 and 25,711. If the researcher required an estimate of the number of computers
in the buildings plus 01' minus 100001' even 200, she could achieve that by increasing the
sample size.

b. Protocol
The issues in this matter provide a compelling reason to use sampling because the kind of
information necessary for determining the extent of infringement by SAP TN is extremely
difficult to gather for sorne measures of interest, in terms of both time and cost of collecting
the data. 33 The required degree ofprecision for estimating these measures can be achieved
through a sample. The unit ofmeasure is a Fix, as defined by Oracle's computer forensics
expert, Mr. Mandia. Intemally, SAP TN distinguished between its Retrofit Support process

The statistician has no influence ayer the standard error found in a sample of a given size. The
standard error of the sample is simply a characteristic of the sample she has drawn that reflects
the variability in the sample of a given size.
32

33 In conversations with me, Mr. Mandia thought that it would require thousands of hours of time
by highly trained computer forensic staff to capture data for sorne groups of measures across the
entire population of Fixes.
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and its Critical Support process. Therefore, these two types of Fixes are treated as two
distinct populations. Mr. Mandia generated a complete listing of Retrofit Fixes and a
complete listing of Critical Support Fixes.
There are many measures for which I have been asked to count or estimate the value for the
broader population of Fixes. The measures of interest and their measure number are listed in
Table 2, below, which I received from Mr. Mandia as üRCLX-MAN-00020S. In addition to
detailing the description of the measure, Table 2 indicates whether a measure is counted for
the total population or sampled. It also lists the source from which the data were collected. 34
The information for sorne of the measures was stored by SAP TN in such a way that it could
be readily captured electronically for the entire population of Fixes in both the Retrofit and
the Critical Support populations. These are the measures that are indicated as having a full
"Population Count." The information for the remaining measures required more resources
per collected observation because it was not easily captured electronically, required timeconsuming investigation per individual Fix, or was extremely costly to gather. These
measures are described as having been "Sampled." Sorne ofthe measures listed below were
calculated by Mr. Mandia as the sum of other measures in the table or as the union of two or

34 The information in Table 2 was provided by Mr. Mandia. Based on conversations with Mr.
Mandia, it is my understanding that:

•

The Data Warehouse referenced in Table 2 consists of approximately fifty computer
systems inside the SAP TN infrastructure; these systems contain file servers, libraries of
software and support materials downloaded by SAP TN, and records ofwhen files were
created, last edited, or last accessed.

•

BakTrak was used by SAP TN to track the creation and restoration of Environment
backups.

•

Consultant Docs and Templates is a directory on server TN-FS01.

•

Environment Backups refers to compressed files containing copies of all or part of a
PeopleSoft application.

•

Analysis refers to Mr. Mandia's analysis ofthe Fix, übjects, documentation, or
Environments, as referenced in the measure definition.
14

more measures in the tableo In addition, 1 calculate sorne measures as the ratio of two
measures that I received in the data. I will discuss all of these in further detail below.
The sample for each population was selected using sampling with replacement as follows:
1. There were 223 Fixes in the Retrofit population and 1,386 Fixes in the Critical
Support population. Within each population, each Fix was assigned an item number
sequentially.
2. Using a random number generator, 1 selected numbers ranging from 1 to 223 for
Retrofit and from 1 to 1,386 for Critical Support, and 1 generated the random sample
for each population. As mentioned aboye, this method is known as sampling with
replacement so that each item in the population has an equal probability ofbeing
selected in each draw of the random number. Sampling with replacement allows for
use of classic statistical formulas to estimate precision of the findings from the
sample. This well-known technique is discussed extensively in statistical texts. 35
3. The sampling numbers were then given to Mr. Mandia to collect the relevant data for
each Fix in the sample. 36
4. The sample size was determined based on examination ofthe data available for two
measures of interest for which Mr. Mandia was able to collect data for the entire
population ofFixes. Mr. Mandia provided this data to me as ORCLX-MAN-000060,
the Excel workbook containing the results ofhis findings for the two measures of
interest across the entire population ofFixes in the Retrofit and Critical Support

William G. Cochran, Sampling Technigues, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977)
18,29-30.

35

The list of Fixes for each of the populations includ.ed Fixes with a status of "Cancelled,"
"Research Only," or "O." However, these three types of status were determined to be
uninformative for the purposes of the measures of interest. Therefore, if the random number
generator selected one of these Fixes, it was replaced (in the sampling order) with another Fix.
Accordingly, the population to which the sample results are extrapolated does not include Fixes
with a status of"Cancelled," "Research Only," or "O." The distribution ofthe status ofFixes for
each population and sample is shown in Appendix 2. See Figure 1.
36
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populations. Additionally, there was discussion of the characteristics of one of the
measures for which it was extremely costIy to gather data; this measure was the
nllmber o/Environments llsed in the development or testing o/the Fix, as

ident~fied

in

the development, test or other dOCllmentation. 1was asked by counsel to calculate
samples sizes based on a 90% confidence level and 50% precision range for this
measure, which yie1ded a sample size of 46 for Retrofit and 238 for Critical Support
Fixes. 37
5. For the samples, Mr. Mandia and his colleagues reviewed information related to the
Fixes in the order that 1 provided to them from the random number generator. The
results of his finding for each individual Fix in the two samples were entered into an
Excel workbook for each of the 44 measures Mr. Mandia reviewed for the HRMS Fix
analysis. For sorne measures, Mr. Mandia reviewed the entire population ofFixes in
the Retrofit and Critical Support populations. Mr. Mandia provided me with
üRCLX-MAN-00006l, the Exce1 workbook containing the results ofhis findings for
the samples and the populations ofFixes. 1 use the reported information in that Excel
workbook to generate my results and conc1usions.
6. 1 provided my results to Mr. Mandia as üRCLX-AACG-OOOOO 1, a set of tables for
the population ofCritical Support Fixes, and üRCLX-AACG-000002, a set oftables
for the population ofRetrofit Fixes.

Table 2 lists aH the measures of interest. Measure 116, the number of Environments used in
the development or testing of the Fix, as identified in development, test, and other
documentation, was the basis for determining the sample size. The assumed averages and
standard deviations used to calculate the sample size were based on simulated data for measure
116, where it was assumed that measure 116 should be zero whenever measure 104 is zero and
that the distribution of the non-zero values measure 116 would be similar to that of measure 115.
37
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TABLE 2: LIST OF MEASURES
Measur.
Number
101
102

103

104
105

106

107
10B
109
110

111

Descriptlon or Reporbblelnformatlon for Eaeh Fhl
The versíons to whlch the fhe applied. according to the Applicatíon Release fleld in SAS
The verslons to which the fix applied. based on the versions supported by SAP TN for
customers
The reported status of the fix. according to the Status field in $AS
The unique hashes far the set of COBOL} -SOR or SQC Associated Files in any First
Oellverable
The unique hashes far the set of DAl or DMS Associated l=iles in any ~irst Deliverable
(142+143)
The unique hasnes for the sel of COBOL. SOR. saC. DAl or DMS Associated Files in any First
Oellverable
(104+105)
lhe unique hashes lor the sel 01 COBOL. SOR. SOC. DAl or DM5 Associaled files in any firsl
Deliverable that were nol in any Subsequent Oeliverable
lhe COBOL. SOR. SOC. DAl or DMS Associaled files in each cuslomer's flrsl Dellverable
lhe COBOL. SOR, SOC. DAl or DMS Assoclated files in duplica te copies 01 each customer's
First Oeliverable found on Delivered Updates and Fixes
Dupllcale copies 01 lhe COBOL, SOR, SOC. DAl or DMS Assoclaled files in a fírsl Deliverable
that are never Associated Files for a Subsequent Delivery found in the Data Warehouse
(other than in environment backups)
lhe COBOL. SOR, SOC. DAl or DMS Associated files in duplicate copies 01 each <uslome"s
first Oeliverable, found In the Data Warehouse (other than In envlronment baekups)

Populatlon Count
orS.mplod
Populatlon Count
Samp/ed

Data Source
SAS
SAS, Oelivered Updates and Fixes

Population Count
Population Count

SAS
Delivered Updates and Fixes

Population Count

Delivered Updates and Fixes

Population Caunt

Oelivered Updat'es and Fixes

Population Count

Oelivered Updates and Fixes

Populatlon Count
Populatlon Count

Delivered Updales and flxes
Delivered Updates and Fixes

PopulaUon Count

Dat.a Warehouse

Population Count

Data Warehouse

112

Duplicale copies 01 lhe COBOL, SOR. SOC, DAl or DMS Assoclaled files In a flrsl De/iverable
that are never Assoclated Files for a Subsequent Dellvery, found in envlronment backups

PapuJadon Ceunt

Environment Backups

113

Duplicale copies 01 lhe COBOL, SOR and SOC Associaled files recorded by a Baklrak entry
where the assaciated backup is not present in the Data Warehouse
lhe COBOL. SOR. SOC, DAl or DMS Associaled files attached lo lhe SAS record
Environments used in develapment or testing of the fix, as identjfied in DAr Associated Files
in a Flrst Deliverable
Environments used In deveJopment or testlng of the flx, as identlfied in development, test
and other documentatlo"
Envlronments llsed in development or testing of the fix
(Union 115,116}
The customers receiving a First Deliverable
Additional customers recelving an Identjfied Oeliverable
AII customers recelvlng a First or Identified Oellverable
(118+119)
AH Flrst DeliverabJes contalning documentation referencing the fix ID
The customers that reeeived a Fírst Dellverable contamlnated through recelpt af a DAT fife
not speciflc.llly for that customer
The customers that reeeived a First or Identified Deliverable eontaminated by use af a
generic environment, of sorne other customer's environment, or of an environment built from
another customer's software
The customers that received a First orldentified Deliverable contamlnated by development
uslng the source group model
The customers that recelved a First Deliverable contaminated because anoth@rcustomer
received at least one object wíth .ln identie.ll hash v.llue
The customers mat recelved a First or Identified Oeliverable other than from 3n envfronment
built solely from that customer's software and used solely for that customer (with respeet to
lhe analyzed flx)
The eustomers that recelved a contaminated First Dellverable b.lsed on analvsls of delivered
objecls
(Uníon 122.125)
The eustomers that recelved a contamfnated First or Identified Deliverable based on analysls
of objects and af development and testlng dacumentatlon
(Union 122.123.124.125)
rhe eustomers th.lt received a eontaminated fix based on objeet and documentation
analysis, . ." hen eross-use of a clIstomer-speeiflc envlronment renders ac.ti"lties on behalf of
the custamer infringing
(Union 122, 123. 124. 125. 126}

Populatíon Count

Baklrak

Sampled
Populatíon Count

SAS
Delivered Upd.ltes .lnd Fixes

114
11S
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

123

124
125
126

127

12B

129
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Sampled

Population Ceunt
Sampled
Sampled

SAS, Consultant Does and
Templates
SAS, Oelivered Upd.ltes and Fixes,
Consultanr Ooes and Templ.ltes
Oelivered Updates and Fixes
SAS
Deilvered Updales and flxes, SAS

Populatíon Count
Populatlon Count

Oelivered Upd.ltes .lnd Fíxes
Analysls

Sampled

Sampled

Analysis

5ampled

Analysis

Populatlon eount

Analysls

Sampled

Analysls

Population Count

Analysls

Sampled

Analysls

Sampled

Analvsis

TABLE 2: LIST OF MEASURES (Continued)

131

133

1$4

135
136

137

138

139
140
141

Deliverable was
corllarnlrial"d ¡,ased 011 alnalv.I;; 01' Q¡'iec:Wfound in Dellvered Updates and Fixes
(127/118)
Percentage of customers that received a First ar ldentified Deliverable vJhere that Flrst or
ldentified Oeliverable 'Nas contamínated based on object and documentation analysis
(128/120)
Percentage .of customers that receiveda firstor ldentjfied Deliverable where thatFlrst or
ldentified.DeUverable was (ontaminated basedonobject ordocumentatlon.analysis or based
onuse of thecu$tome(s environJl)ent to supportother customers
(129/120)
Total copies of abjects comprising First Deliverables (including copies lecated in compressed
files)
(108+109+110+ 111 +112+113)

Sampled

Population Count

Oelivered updates and Fixes, Data
Warehouse, Erwironment Backup,

BakTrak

Total Copies.0fobjects camprisjng First ortdentitíedDellverables (Includlog copleslocated in

compressed files)
(133+114)
The unique hashes far the set of COBOL, SQR, SOC or DAT Associated Files in any First
Deliverable contaminated because tney were dellvered to more tllan one cllstomer
The u"lque hashes for lhe sel of DAT Associaled Files In any Firsl Deliverable conlamlnaled
becausethey wen: created using a generic en\lironrnent or created wlth one customer's
envíronmentbut delivered to another customer
The contamínated, uní que hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR, SQC, or DAT Associated Files In
any Flrst Deliverable
(Unlon 135.136)
Percenlage of hashes for the sel 01 COBOL. SOR, SOCo or DAT Associated Files In any Firs!
Deliverable that are (ontaminated based on object analysis
(137/(104+142))
The uní que hashes fúr the set of COBOL, SQR ar SOC AS50ciated Files in an Identified
Deliverable
The unlque hashes far the Set of DAT ar DMS AS5aciated files In an Identlfied Deliverable
The lInique hashes for lhe set 01 COBOL. SOR, SOCo DAT or DMS Associated Files in an

Analysís

Population COllnt

Updales and Flxes, Dala
W,oretlouse. Environment 8eckup,
SAS
Delivered Updates and Fixes .Analysis

Populatlon Count

Delívered Updates and fixes
Analys;s

Population (Otmt

Dellvered Updates and Fixes
Analysís

Populatian Count

~~

Oelivered.Updates and Hxes·~
Analysis

Sampled

SAS

Sampled
Sampled

SAS
SAS

ldentified Deliverable

142
143
144

(139+140)
Total numberof hashes forDATAssociated Files thatwere modlfied fer ar included In First
Deliverables
Total number of hashes far DMS Associated Files that were moclifled fer or ¡ncluded in First
Deliverables
Percentage of hashes far the set of DAT Associated Files in aoy First Deliverable
contaminated beca,use the:y were created uslng a generíc envlronment or created with one
customer's envlronment but delivered to another customer
(136/142)

Populatlon COllnt

Oelivered Updates and flxes

Population COlmt

Delivered Updat€s and Fixes

Population Count

Delivered Updates and Fixes

8) Measurement oí Results

a. Population Count Measures
Table 3 below lists the measures that were counted for the entire population ofFixes, in each
ofthe Retrofit and Critical Support populations. 38 For these measures, 1 calculate population
statistics that are presented in the next section.

Measure 103 is the status ofthe Fix. 1 do not calculate any statistical results for this measure
and therefore it is not listed in Table 3. However, the distribution of the status of Fixes for each
population and sample is shown in Appendix 2. See Figure 1.
38

,
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TABLE 3: LIST OF MEASURES COUNTED FOR ENTlRE POPULATION
Measure

101
104

105

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
115
118
121
122
125

127

130

133
135

136

137

138
142
143

Total number 01 fixes for distinet versions, according to the Application Release field in SAS (SAS)
Total number of hashes for COBOL, SOR, or SOC Associated Files that were modified lor or Included in First
Deliverables (Delivered Updates and Fixes)
Total number of hashes for DAT or DMS Assoclated Files that were modlfied for or Included In Flrst Dellverables
(Delivered Updates and Fixes)
(142+143)
Total number of hashes for COBOl, SOR, SOC, DAT, or DMS Associated Files that \Vere modilied lor or included in First
Deliverables (Delivered Updates and Fixes)
(104+105)
Total number of hashes for COBOL, SOR, SOc, DAT or DMS Associated Files in any first Dellverable that \Vere not in
any Subsequent Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes)
Total number of COBOL, SOR, SOC, DAT or DMS Assoclated Files lound In Flrst Dellverables lor customers (Delivered
Updates and Fixes)
Total number 01 COBOL, SOR, SOC, DAT or DMS Assoclated Files in duplicate copies 01 each customer's Flrst
Deliverable lound on Delivered Updates and Fixes (Delivered Updates and Flxes)
Total number of duplicate copies 01 the COBOL. SOR, SOC, DAT or DMS Associated Files, enumerated in measure 107,
lound in the Data Warehouse (other than in environment backups) (Data Warehouse)
Total number 01 COBOL, SOR, SOc, DAT or DMS Associated Files in duplicate copies 01 each customer's Flrst
De[iverable, lound in the Data Warehouse.(other than in environment backups) (Data Warehouse)
Total number 01 duplica te copies 01 the COBOL, SOR, SOC, DAT or DMS Associated Files, enumerated in measure 107,
lound in environment backups (Environment Backups)
Total number 01 duplicate copies 01 the COBOL, SOR and SOC Associated Files recorded by a Baktrak entry where the
associated backup 15 not present in the Data Warehouse (BakTrak)
Total number 01 environments used in development or testing 01 lixes, as identilied in DAT Associated Files in a First
Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes)
Total number 01 Instances In whlch cus10mers received a Flrst Dellverable (Dellvered Updates and Flxes)
Total number 01 First Deliverables containing documentation relerencing fix 105 (Delivered Updates and Fixes)
Total number of instances in whlch customers received a First Deliverable contamlnated through receipt 01 a DAT lile
not specilically lor those customers (Analysis)
Total number of instances in which customers received a First Deliverable contaminated because another customer
received at least one object \VUh an identical hash value (Analysis)
Total number of instances In which customers received a contaminated First Deliverable based on analysis 01 delivered
objects (Analysis)
(UnIon 122,125)
Percentage 01 instances in which customers recaived a First Deliverable where that First Deliverable was contaminated
based on analysis of objects found in Delivered Updates and Fixes' (Analysis)
(127/118)
Total number 01 copies of objects comprlslng Flrst Deliverables (Including copies located In compressed files)
(Delivered Updates and Fixes, Data Warehouse, Environment Backup, BakTrak)
(108+109+110+111+112+113)
Total number of unique hashes lor the set of COBOL, SOR, SOC, or DAT Assoclated Files in any First Deliverable
contaminated because they were delivered to more than one customer (Delivered Updates and Fixes··Analysis)
Total number 01 unique hashes lor the set of DAT Assoclated Files in any First Deliverable contaminated because they
\'Iere created using a generic environment or created with one customer's envlronment but delivered to another
customer (Delivered Updates and Fixes·-Analysis)
Total number 01 contaminated, unique hashes lor the set 01 COBOL, SOR, SOC or DAT Associated Files in any First
Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)
(Union 135,136)
Percentage of hashes for the set of COBOL, SOR, SOC or DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable that are
contaminated based on object analysis' (Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)
(137/(104+142})
Total number 01 hashes for DAT Associated Files that were modilied lor or included in First Deliverables (Delivered
Updates and Fixes)
Total number 01 hashes lor DMS Assoclated Files that \'Iere modilled lor or included in First Deliverables (Delivered
Updates and Fixes)
Percentage 01 has hes for the set 01 DAT Associated Files in any First Delíverable contaminated because they \Vere
created using a generíc environment or created with one customer's environment but delivered to another customer·

144

(Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)
(136/142)

.. The reslJlr fa" rhis meosl/fe is a w~ighrea aW!fO~ el tl':e fompar.ertt measures. Meosure 13D-Meo$urf' 127/Meosure 113 Mf'osu~ H8-Mi?oSUfe H7/(M~osu(e
Meosufe 144.. Measure J36/Meosuri? 141.

104"'I\f~o5u'e141}.
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b. Extrapolation Methodology for Sample Measures
In this section, I describe the techniques used to estimate the values for measures that were
reported only for Fixes that were sampled from the populations of Retrofit and Critical
Support Fixes.
For the measures that are sampled, I use standard statistical formulas to calculate the
estimated frequency of occurrence in the population and the precision with which that
estimated occurrence is calculated. I use the information provided by Mr. Mandia in the
sampled data to estimate population totals and averages. The methods used for these
estimations are standard statistical techniques that are found in commonly used statistics
books and articles. These texts and articles discuss which methods to use for different types
of data. For example, when estimating the total or average number of computers in a sample
of floors in a set of office buildings, a mean (average) estimator may be appropriate.
However, when estimating the proportion of movie patrons that liked a particular movie, a
different estimator tailored to a "yes" or "no" answer would be used. Similarly, in this
report, the specific statistical method used for each measure depends on the nature of the data
for in each measure. I use the mean per unit estimator for most measures (102, 114, 116,
119,123,124,126,139, 140and 141),andtheratioestimatorfortwoofthemeasures(131
and 132). For the measures that are the union or sum of other measures (117, 120, 128, 129,
and 134), I estimate the population total and its variance by taking into account the fact that
sorne of the underlying measures have been counted for the who1e population. I describe this
method in detail below.
1. The step-by-step process I use to project the averages and totals from the observed
samp1es to the total population for measures 102, 114, 116, 119, 123, 124, 126, 139,
140 and 141 are described below. The related fOlmulas for the mean estimator I use
for these measures are presented in Appendix l.
•

The first piece of infOlmation needed to calcu1ate the population total is the

average occurrence ofthe measure per observation in the sample (sample average).
Each occurrence in the sample is added and then divided by the total number of
observations in the sample.
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•

The occunence of the measure in the total population is estimated by multiplying

the sample average, calculated above, by the total number of observations in the
population.
•

Next, the standard error ofthe sample is calculated by taking the difference of

each observation from the sample average, squaring it, adding up that squared
difference across all observations in the sample, dividing the resulting number by the
number of observations in the sample minus 1, and taking the square root of the
result.
•

The standard enor of the sample mean is calculated by dividing the standard enor

of the sample by the square root of the number of observations in the sample.
•

The standard error for the population total is the number of observations in the

population multiplied by the standard error of the sample mean.
•

The estimates of the population total, the population mean, and their respective

standard enors are scientifically valid estimates ofthe true values in the population
when the sample is generated randomly.39
Table 4 lists the measures for which 1 use the mean per unit estimator.

39 Paul S. Levy and Stanley Lemeshow, Sampling ofPopulations, Fourth Edition (New York:
Wiley & Sons, 2008), 55-58.
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TABLE 4: MEASURES ESTIMATED WITH MEAN PER UNIT ESTIMATOR
Measure

102
114

116
119

123

124

126
139
140

141

Total number of flxes for distinct versions, based on the versions
supported by SAP TN for customers (SAS, Delivered Updates and
Fixes)
Total number of COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS Associated Files
attached to SAS records (SAS)
Total number of environments used in development or tesling of
fixes, as identjfíed in development, test and other documentation
(SAS. Consullant Docs and Templates)
Tolal number of instances in which cuslomers who did not receive a
First Deliverable received an Identified Deliverable (SAS)
Total number of instances In which customers received a First or
Identified Deliverable contaminated by use of a generic
environment, of some other customer's environment, or of an
environment built from another customer's software (Analysis)
Total number of instances in which customers received a First or
Identified Deliverable contaminated by development using the
source group model (Analysis)
Total number of instances In whlch customers received a First or
Identified Deliverable other than from an environment built solely
from their software and used solely for them (Analysis)
Total number of unique has hes for the set of COBOL, SQR or SQC
Associated Files in Identified Deliverables (SAS)
Total number of unique hashes for the set of DAT or DMS Associated
Files in Identified Deliverables (5AS)
Total number of unique hashes for the set of COBOL. SQR, SQC, DAT
or DMS Associated Files in Identified Deliverables (SAS)
(139+140)

2. Measures 117, 128, 129 are composed ofthe union oftwo or more measures, and
therefore I call them composite measures. A union may be defined as a sum with
over1apping duplicates removed. The total and variance for these measures are
estimated by taking into account the fact that I have full information on the
component measures taken from the ana1ysis of the full popu1ation. I demonstrate by
example for measure 117, which is the union ofmeasures 115 and 116. Measure 115
is counted for the entire population, but measure 116 is counted on1y in the sample.
In addition, sorne ofthe occurrences counted in 115 are also counted in 116. In this
sense there is an overlap in the count of occurrences in these measures, which Mr.
Mandia recorded. I ca1cu1ate the amount of this overlap, designated as Overlapl15, 116,
for each observation in the samp1e by subtracting the sum of measures 115 and 116
from measure 117. Similar ca1culations can be performed for measures 128 and 129.
Tab1e 5 lists these measures and I discuss the re1evant relationships in Appendix l.

1
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TABLE 5: UNION MEASURES
Measure

117

128

129

Total number of environments used in development or testing of
lixes {SAS, Delivered Updates and Fixes, Consultant Docs and
Templates}
(Union 115,116)
Total number 01 instances in whích customers receíved a
contaminated First or Identified Deliverable based on analysis 01
objects and 01 development and testing documentation
(Union 122,123,124,125)
Total number 01 instances in \Nhich customers received a
contaminated fix based on object and documentation analysis, when
cross-use 01 a customer-specilic environment renders activitieson
behall 01 the customers inlringing (Analysis)
(Union 122, 123, 124, 125, 126)

3. Measures 120 and 134 are each composed oftwo measures, and therefore 1 call them
composite measures. Measure 120 is composed of component measures 118 and 119.
Measure 134 is composed of component measures 114 and 133. For both measures
120 and 134, one component of the measure is recorded for the entire population and
the other component is reported for the sample. For measures 120 and 134, since one
of the components is measured for the full population, the only source of variance is
the component that is measured only in the sample. Therefore, for measure 120, the
only source ofvariance is measure 119, and for measure 134, the only source of
variance is measure 114. Table 6 lists these measures and 1 present the related
formulas in Appendix l.

TABLE 6: MEASURES THAT ARE SUMS OF OTHER MEASURES
Measure
Total number of instances in which customers received a First
Oeliverable or Identified Oeliverable (Oelivered Updates and Fixes.

SAS)
120

134

(118+119)
Total number of copies of objects comprising First or Identified
Oeliverables (including copies located in compressed files)
(Oelivered Updates and Fixes. Data Warehouse. Environment
Backup. BakTrak. SAS)
(133+114)

4. For two measures, measures 131 and 132,1 use a ratio estimator to estimate their
population means and popu1ation variances. The ratio estimator can be used to report
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population totals, means or ratiüs, such as in measures 131 and 132. 40 Table 7 lists
these two measures and I discuss the related formulas in Appendix l.
TABLE 7: MEASURES ESTIMATED WITH THE RATIO ESTIMATOR
Measure

131

132

Percentage of instan ces in which customers receivl?d a First or
Identífied Deliverable where that First or Identifíed Deliverable was
contaminatedbased on object and documentation analysis
(Analysis}
(128/120}
Percentage of instances in which customers received a First or
Identified Deliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable was
contaminated based on object or documentation analysis or on the
fact that the customer's environment was used to support other
customers (Analysis}
(129/120)

9) Results
In this section, I discuss the results of the population counts as weIl as the various
extrapolation methods described in the section aboye. The tables below are presented in
graups of measures that conceptually belong together. This grouping has been provided by
Mr. Mandia.
Tables 8A and 8B show the results for measures related to numbers of versions affected by
SAP TN' s activities. Measure 101 is measured for the fuIl population and therefore does not
have any reported standard deviation or confidence interval. Measure 102 is measured only
for the samples for each type of Fix. Table 8A illustrates that based on this sample the 90%
confidence interval for the true value for the total number of Retrafit Fixes for distinct
versions ranges fram 330 to 463. This means that in repeated samples the true value in the
population has a 90% chance of faIling within the confidence intervals constructed in this
way fram the sample.

The ratio estimator is often used for estimating ratios in the population. See William G.
Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977) 30-31.
40
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TABLE 8A: VERSION MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
Retrofit
Sample Si.e: 46
Population Si.e: 212
Confidence Level: 90%

Total
Lower

101

Measure
Total numberoffixes. for distinct versiorls, accorning to the
Application Release lield in SAS (SAS)
Total number of fixes for distínct versions, based on the versions
sllpported by SAP TN for cllstomers (SAS. Delivered Updates and

102

Fixes)

Bound

Total
Upper
Total Bound

Standard
Error of
Total

Average

Average

Lower

Upper
Bound

Standard
Error of
Average

2.18

0.19

Average
Average
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound Average

Standard
Error o
Average

Bound Average

245

330

396

1.16

463

40

1.56

1.87

TABLE 8B: VERSION MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT
Critical Support
Sample Si.e: 238
Population Si.e: 973
Confidence Level: 90%

101

Total
lower
Bound

Measur.
Total nllmber offixes far di:5tinct versíons, according to the
Application Release lield in SAS (SAS)

Total

Total Standard
Erroraf
Upper
Bound
Total

712

0.73

Total number of fixes far distlnct versions, based on the versions

sllpported by SAP TN for <ustomers (SAS. Oelivered Updates and
102

Fixes)

4,817

5213

5,608

240

4.95

5.36

5.76

Tables 9A and 9B show the results for measures that record information based on analysis of
hashes for COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS files. Measures 104, 105, 106, 142, and 143
are measured for the full population and therefore their respective results do not need
confidence intervals because they are reported with full certainty. The results for measures
139, 140, and 141, on the other hand, are reported based on extrapolation fram the samples
and therefore are presented with confidence intervals. Table 9A shows that there were 2,228
total numbers ofhashes for COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS Associated Files that were
modified for, or included in, First Deliverables for the population of Retrafit Fixes. Table 9B
shows that there were 10,245 total number ofhashes for COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS
Associated Files that were modified for or included in First Deliverables for the population of
Retrafit Fixes.
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TABLE 9A: HASH-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
Retrofit
Sample Siz.: 46
Populatlon Si..: 212
Confidence level: 90%

Total
Lowar

Bound

M •• sur.

104

105

106
139
140

141
142

Total number 01 hashes lar COBOl, SOR, or SOC Associated Files
that Viere modlfled lar or Included In Flrst Oeliverables (Oelivered
Updates and Flxes)
Total number 01 hashes 10r.OAT or OMS Associated Files that were
modilied for or included in First Oeliverables (Oelivered Updates and
Fixes)
(142+143)
Total number 01 hashes lar COBOL, SOR, SOC, DAT, or DMS
Assoclated Files that were modllied for or included in First
Deliverables (Delivered Updates and Fixes)
(104+105)
Total number 01 unlque hashes lar the sel 01 COBOL, 50R or SOC
Associated Files in Idenlllied Oeliverables (SAS)
Total number 01 unlque hashes for the sel of OAT or DMS Assoclated
Files in Identlfled Oeliverables (SAS)
Total nllmber 01 unlque hashes lar the sel 01 COBOL, SOR, 50C, DAT
or DMS Associated Files in Identilied Deliverables (SAS)
(139+140)
Total number 01 hashes for OAT Assoclated Files that were modlfled
lar or Included in Flrst Deliverables (Oelivered Updates and Fixes)

Total
Upper
Total Bound

Standard
Error of
Total

Avera.e
Upper
Bound Averac·
Bound

AverlC·

Lowar

1,746

8.24

482

2.27

2,228

10.51

Standard
Error o
Averace

368

903

1,439

325

1.74

4.26

6.79

1.53

203

396

590

118

0.96

1.87

2.78

0.56

586

1,300

2,013

434

2.77

6.13

9.49

2.05

Averac_
Uppor
Bound AverlC_
Bound

Standard

224

1.06

258

1.22

Total number af hashes far DMS Associated Files that were modified

143

far or included in First Deliverables (Oelivered Updates and Fixes)

TABLE 9B: HASH-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT
Critical Support
Sample Sil.: 238
Population Sil.: 973
Confidence Leval: 90%
Total
lowar
Bound

Total

141

M.asure
Total number 01 hashes lar COBOL, SOR, or SOC Associated Files
that were modified far or included in First Deliverables (Del¡"ered
Updales and Fixes)
Total number of hashes for DAT or DMS Associated Files that were
modified for or inclllded in First Oeliverables (Delivered Updates and
Fixes)
(142.143)
Total number 01 hashes lar COBOL, SOR, SOC. DAT, or DMS
Associaled Files thal \Vere modllied for or included In flrsl
Deliverables (Dellvered Updates and F1xes)
(104'105)
Total number 01 unique has hes lar lhe set 01 COBOL. SOR or SOC
Associared Files In Idenlllied Oeliverables (SAS)
Total number of unlque hashes lar the set 01 OAT or OMS Associated
Files in Identifled Dellverables' (SAS)
Total number 01 unique has hes lar the set 01 COBOL, SOR, SOC, DAT
or DMS Associated Files in Identified Deliverables (SAS)
(139+140)

142

Tatal number cf hashes for DAT Associated Files that were modified
lar or Included In Flrst Oeliverables (Oelivered Updales and Flxes)

3,618

143

Total numher of has hes for OMS Associated Files that were modified
for or included in First Oeliverables (Oelivered Updates and Fixes)

2,723

104

105

106
139
140

Average

Lowar

3,904

4.01

6,341

6.52

10,245

10.53

11

37

63

O

8

25

16

45

74

.. Th.:> towerond fJpper bounds ort cakulottd u5.rl9 10.000 'ttrotrOns 01 rtptot~d sampl,ng. Tht conJldtnct mtervo/Is
Tfbshironi, An lntroducoon ro tht SootstroP. (Chopmon & Hall: 1 993), 168-176.
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Total Standllrd
Uppor
Error 0#
Bound
Total

drr~ct:y computed.

16

18

0.01

0.04

0.06

0.00

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.05

0.08

Error o

Aver·c·

0.02

0.02

3.72
2.80
Thutlort

th~

standard error IS not camputed See B. Elron &: R.J

Tables lOA and 10B show the results for measures that record information for Objects
impacted by SAP TN's activities. Many ofthese measures are counted for the full
population and therefore their results do not need confidence intervals because they are
reported with full certainty. Measure 134 is repOlied for the samples of Retrofit and Critical
Support Fixes and, as described in the preceding section, is a composite measure.
Additionally, the results presented in Tables lOA and 10B take into account the fact that
measure 133 (component measure for measure 134) is counted for the entire population of
Fixes. 41 Table lOA shows that the estimated total number of copies ofObjects comprising
First 01' Identified Deliverables (including copies located in compressed files) is 50,247 for
Retrofit Fixes. The 90% confidence interval ranges from 49,315 to 51,180. This means that
in repeated samples the tlUe value in the population has a 90% chance of falling within the
confidence intervals constlUcted in this way from the sample. Similarly, Table 10B shows
that the estimated total number of copies of Objects comprising Fi1'st 01' Identified
Deliverables (including copies located in compressed files) is 637,412 for Critical Support
Fixes. The 90% confidence interval ranges from 637,370 to 637,454. This means that in
repeated samples, the tlUe value in the population has a 90% chance of falling within the
confidence intervals constlUcted in this way from the sample.

In Appendix 2, I present the results for these measures based on extrapolating them from the
sample. See Tables A.2 and A.3.

41
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TABLE lOA: OBJECT-RELATED MEASURES FORRETROFIT
Retrofit
S.mple Sile: 46
Population Siza: 212
Confidente Level: 90%
Total
Lower
Bound

Me.asura

107

To,al number 01 hashes lor COBOL, SOR, SOC, oAT or oMS
Associated Files in aoy Flrst Oeliverable that were not in any
Subsequent oeliverable (oelivered Updates and Flxes)
Totol number 01 COBOL, SOR, SOC, oAT or DMS Associated Files

Total
Upper

Standard

Averac·

Avera:_

Standard

Errorof

Lower

Total Bound

Total

Upper
Bound

Averal·

12.09

2.67

241.41

2.67

Bound Aver·c·

517

2.44

5,128

24.19

12,628

59.57

9,137

43.10

5,644

26.62

16,041

75.67

3B

0.18

Errara

found in Fírst Dellverables far customers (Oelivered Updates and

108

Fixes)

109

Total number 01 COBOL, SOR, SOC, oAT or DMS Associated Files In
dupllcate copies 01 each customer's Flrst oeliverable lound on
oellvered Updates and Fixes (oelivered Updates ond Flxes)
Total number 01 duplicate copies 01 the COBOL, SOR, SOC, oAT or
DMS Assoclated Files, enumerated in measure 107, found in the

110

111

Data Warehouse (other than in environment backups) (Data
Warehouse)
Total number 01 COBOL, SOR, SOC, oAT or DMS Assocloted Files In
duplicote copies of each customer's Flrst oeliverable, lound In 'he
Data Warehouse (other than in environment backups) (Data
Warehouse)
Totol number 01 duplicate copies 01 the COBOL, SOR, SOC, oAT or
DMS Assoclated Files, enumerated in measure 107, found in

112

113
114

133

environment backups (Environment Backups)

Totol number 01 duplica te copies 01 the COBOL, SOR and SOC
Assoclated Files recorded by a Baktrak entry where ,he assoclated
bockup is not present In the Dolo Warehouse (BokTrak)
Totol number 01 COBOl, SOR, SOC, DAT or DMS Associated Files
attached to SAS records (SAS)
Total number of copies of objects comprising First Oeliverables
(includlng copies locoted In compressed files) (oeUvered Updates
and Fixes. Data Warehouse, Envíronment Backup. BakTrak)
(108+109+110+ 111+112+113)

699

1,631

2,564

567

3.30

48,616

7.70

229.32

Total number of copies of objects comprising First or Identified

oeliverables (Including copies located in compressed files)'
(Delivered Updates and Fixes, Data Warehouse, Environment

134

BockllP, BokTrak, SAS)
(133+114)

- Th¡s m~OSlJ~

IS 'eport~d

by rakmg mto occovnt chat On!! 01 ¡ts romponents

49,315
'$

kflOlVn

10

the full populat/on
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50,247 51,180

567

232.62

237.02

TABLE lOB: OBJECT-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT
Critical Support
Sample Size: 238
Populatlon Size: ~73
Confidence level: ~O%
Total
lowe:r
80und

Measure

107

108

109

Tolal numberof has hes lar COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS
Associated fíles inany First Deliverable that were not inany
SlIbsequenlDellverable (Delivered Updales and Fixes)
Tolal nllmber 01 COBOL, SOR, SQc, DAT or DMS Assodaled Files
fOllnd in Fírst Detiverables for customers (Delívered Updates and
Flxes)
Tolal nllmber 01 COBOL, SOR, SQC, DAT or DMS Associated Files in
duplicate copies of eachcustomer's fírst Deliverable found on
Delivered Updales and Fixes (Delivered Updales and Flxes)
Tolal number 01 duplicate copies 01 lhe COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or

Total

Total Standard
Upper
Error of
Bound
Total

Average

;;

Average

Standard

Upper
Bound

Average

0.11

0.03

655.14

0.03

Average

~,433

~.6~

54,548

56.06

69,986

71.93

149,655

153.81

71,785

73,78

274,349

281.~6

17,024

17.50

Error o

DMS Associated Files, enumerated in measure 107, found in the

110

111

112

113
114

133

134
¡¡.

rhis

Data Warehouse {other than In erwironment backups} (Data
Warehollse)
Total nllmber 01 COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS Associaled Files in
duplicate copies ofeach customer's First Deliverable, found in the
Dala Warehouse (olher lhan in environment backups) (Dala
Warehouse)
Tolal number 01 duplicate copies 01 lhe COBOL, SOR, SQC, DAT or
DMS. Associated Files, enumerated in measure 107, found in
environment backups (Environment Backups)
Total number 01 duplicate copies 01 lhe COBOL, SQR and SQC
Associated Files recorded by a Baktrak entry where the associated
backup is nol present In lhe Dala Warehouse (BakTrak)
Total number 01 COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS Associated Files
altached to SAS records (SAS)
Total number oí copies of objects comprísing First Deliverables
(including copies located in compressed files) (Delivered Updates
and Fíxes, Data Warehouse, Envíronment Backup, BakTrak)
(108+109+110+111 +112+113)
Total number of copies oí objects comprising First ar Identified
Deliverables (including copies located in compressed files) +
(Delivered Updates and Flxes. Data Warehouse, Environment
Backup, BakTrak, SAS)
(133+114)
m~oS(If~

is

(~port~d

blo' toking I'Mo accouflt that onl!" 01 ,ts compOf1f(ltS is known in

23

65

107

26

0.02

655.03

637,347

637,370

th~ fal!

637,412 637,454

0.07

26

6S5.06

655.10

popu/otl(Jn

Tab1es 11A and 11B present results for measures that record information for Environments
affected by the Fixes distributed by SAP TN. Measure 115 is reported for the full
popu1ation, and therefore its results are reported with full certainty and do not require
confidence interva1s. Measure 117 is reported for the samp1es of Retrofit and Critica1
Support Fixes and, as described in the preceding section, is a composite measure. The resu1ts
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presented in Tables 11A and 11B take into account the fact that measure 115 (component
measure for measure 117) is counted for the entire population of Fixes. 42

TABLE llA: ENVIRONMENT-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
Retro/it
Sample SI.e: 46
Populatlon Si.e: 212
Con/idence Level: 90%
Total
Lower

Bound

Measure
Totalnumber ofenvironmentsusedjn developmel"lt

115

O(

Total
Uppor
Total Bound

Standard
Error of

Total

Averale
lower

Average

80und Average

Standard

Upper

Error of

Bound

Average

testlng of

/ixes, as identified In DAT Associated Files in a Fírst Deliverable
(Delivered Updates and Flxes)

0.46

97

Total number of environments used in development or testing of

116

fixes, as identified In development. test and other docwnentation
(SAS, Consultant Docs and Templates)

432

512

591

48

2.04

2.41

2.79

0.23

488

558

628

43

2.30

2.63

2.96

0.20

Total number of environments used in development or testing of

117

fixes' (SAS, Delivered Updates and Hxes. Consultant Docs and
Templates)
(Union 11S,116)

~ Thls m:!'a5ur~ IS

reponed by tokmg mto account (hot one of Its compon~nt5 iS known m tht ¡uf{ populat/on

TABLE llB: ENVIRONMENT-RELATED MEASURES FORCRITICAL SUPPORT
Critic..1 Support

Samplo Si.o: 238
Population Sil.: 973
Con/idonco Lovel: 90%
Total
Lower

80und

Measure

Total

Total Standard
Upper
Errorof
Total
80und

Average

Average

Standard

Lowar

Upper
80und

Average

Bound Averac·

Error of

Total number of envjronments used in development or testing of

115

fixes. as identifjed in DAT AS50ciated Files jn a First Deliverable
(Dellvered Updates and Flxes)

2,412

2.48

Total number of envíronments used in development or testing of

116

fixes, as identified in development, test and other documentation
(SAS, Consultant Docs and Templates)

3,447

3,867

4.288

255

3.54

3.97

4.41

0.26

5,763

6,171

6.592

252

5.92

6.35

6.77

0.26

Total number ofenvlronments used in development or testíng of

117

fixes' (SAS, Deiívered Updates and Fíxes, Consultant Docs and
Templates)
(Union 115,116)

.. Tms meCl5lJfe

1$

reported by tokmg Into occauflt thot one

al ds components 1$ known Ul the ¡u/l popu/otlCJr1

Tables 12A and 12B present results for measures that record the number ofinstances in
which customers received First or Identified Deliverables. Measures 118 and 121 are
reported for the fulI popu1ation. Therefore, results for measures 118 and 121 are reported

In Appendix 2, I present the results for this measure based on extrapolating them from the
sample. See Tab1es A.2 and A.3.
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with full certainty and do not require confidence intervals. Measures 119 and 120 are
reported for the samples of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes. Measure 119 is extrapolated
using a mean per unit estimator as described in the previous section. Measure 120 is a
composite measure because it is the sum oftwo measures. Additionally, one ofits
components (118) is measured for the full population.

TABLE 12A: CUSTOMER-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
Retrolit
Sample Si..: 46
Population Site: 212
Confidence Level: 90%
Total
Lower

Bound

Measur.
118
119

Total number of instances in \'¡hich customers received a first
Oeliver.ble (Oelivered Updates .nd Fixes)
Total nllmber of instances in which customers \vho did llat receive a
Flrst Oeliver.ble reeeived .n Identlfled Oeliver.ble (SAS)

Total
Upper
Total Bound

Standard
Error of
Average

907

4.28

321

604

887

172

1.51

2.85

4.18

0.81

1,228

1,511

1,794

172

5.79

7.13

8.46

0.81

Total nurnber of.instances in which customers received a First

120

Oeliver.ble or Identífied Oelíver.ble' (Oelivered Upd.tes .nd Fixes,
SAS)
(118+119)
Total number of First OeJiverables containing documentation

121

refereneing flx 105 (Oelivered Updates .nd Flxes)

583

2.75

.. rhis m~05iJrt! is uported by tokiflg irJto OctallM thot O"f" 01 its components is known in the ¡u/1 popLJlotiofL

TABLE 12B: CUSTOMER-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT
Critical Support
Sample Site: 238
Population Sil.: 973
Conliden.e level: 90%
Total
lower
80und

Measure

Total

Total Standard
Upper
Error 01
80und
Total

Averace

Lower
Bound Average

Average

Standard

Upper
80und

Avaraca

Error o

Total number of instances in which customers received a First

118

Oeliver.ble (Oelivered Updates and Fixes)

26,054

26.78

Total number of instances in which customers who did not receive a

119

Flrst Oelíverable recelved an Identlfied Deliver.ble (SAS)

3

16

30

8

0.00

0.02

0.03

0.01

26.057

26,070

26,084

8

26.78

26.79

26.81

0.01

Total number of instances inwhlch customers received a First

120

Oeliver.ble or Identified Deliverable' (Oelivered Upd.tes .nd Hxes.
SAS)
(118+119)
Total number of first Oelíverables containing documentation

121
'J'

referencing fix lOs (Oelívered Updates and Fixes)

rh!s méDwre!

1$ (~porf¡!;d

26931

by tokmg mto accoullt thot on~ 01 liS components 15 known m the fuI! populot'on. Roundlf'lg In

27.68
th~ O'Jt!roge!

Tables l3A and l3B show sorne measures that address the issue ofContamination.
Measures 122 and 125 are counted for the full population, and therefore are reported with full
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certainty. Measures 123, 124, and 126 are recorded for the sample. They are reported with
90% confidence intervals.
TABLE 13A: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
Retrofit
Sample Si.e: 46
Populatíon Sí.e: 212
Confidente Level: 90%
Total
Measure

Total
Upper

Standard

Averase

Averace

Standard

Lower

Error of

Lower

Bound

Total Bound

Total

Upper
Bound

Average

Bound Average

Error of

Total numberof ínstances in which customers receíved a first

122

DeJiverable contamínated through receipt of a DAT file not
specllíeally generated for lhose eustomers (Analysís)
Total ntlmber of instances in which customers receíved a First or
Identified Delíverable contaminated by use of a generic

256

1.21

environment. of some other customer' s environment, or of an

123

124

125

126

environment built from another customer's software (Analysis)

Total number of ínstances in ·.¡¡hich customers received a first ar
Identífled Dellverable eontaminated by development using the
source group model* (Analysis)
Total number of instances in which customers reeeived a Flrst
Deliverable contaminated because another eustomer received at
least one COBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT Associated Fíle wilh an ídentíeal
hash value (Analysís)
Total number ofinstances jn which customers received a First or
Identífíed Delíverable other than from anenvlronment buílt solely
from lheir software and used solely for them (Analysis)

.'

947

1,350

1.754

245

4.47

6.37

8.27

1.16

O

O

O

O

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8.46

1.16

723

982

1,3B7

3.41

1,793

247

4.63

6.54

MeQ5ure 124 VlOS ~ero m oU 46 obsuvo.,ons 01 th~ Retrof,t somp!! I'X!5, .vnleh me,.;!s the (OlClIlotlon olon UP.OU boufld for tnls m~o5ure less peft!nent. A cDIHervotlV! e5tm'¡DC~ 01 the upper bouno,

lIsing fOrfflufosfrom c/ossicaJ sompfing t/JfOry, is zeto, There are further tefl'nements ovoilable, such os on exoct binomial te5t thal olJow for the colculat,'on 01 che probobility 01 a observing a non-lero
va/ue ín Che popu!ation, Such a calculatiOf1 implies that ther! is a 4.8% enance olobserving a non-uro volv~, whi,h trO(J5/oUs ea {JO more than 10 non-uro o(:(ufrttlces in the popv,'otion.

TABLE 13B: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL
SUPPORT
Critical Support
Sample Síze: 238
Population Sí••: 973
Confidente Level: 90%
Total
Lowar

Bound

Measure

122

123

124

125

126
The

rotal number of instances in which customers received a First
Deliverable contaminated through receipt of a DAT file not
specífically generated for those customers (Analysís)
Total nwnber of instances in which customers received a First or
Identified Deliverable contaminated by use of a generíc
environment, of some other customer's environment, or of an
environment blJilt from another customer's software (Analysis)
Total numberof instances lnwhich customers received a First or
Identlfied Delíverable eonlamínated by development usíng the

Average

Average

Standard

Lower

Upper
Bound

Average

1.67

Bound Average

19,899

souree group model (Analyslsj'
Total number of instances In which custorners received a First
Deliverable contamlnated because another custorner received at
least one COBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT Assocíated File wilh an idenlieal
hash value (Analysis)
Total number ofinstances in whieh customers received a Fírst or
Identlfied Delíverable other than from an envlronment buill solely
from their software and used solely for them (Analysis)
low~,

Total

Total Standard
Errorof
Upper
Bound
Total

ond upper bounds ore calc:uloted U5¡,¡g 10,000 lterations o/ repeoted sampling The

Tfbshiranl, An Introduction to rhe Bootstrop, (ChapmOl'J & Hall: 1993), 168-176.
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20.45

20,884

23,552

26.220

49

319

683

1,622

21.46

24.21

26.95

0.05

0.33

0.70

23,429

21,901

24,660

Error o

24.08

27,420

1,678

22.51

25.34

28.18

1.72

,onfidEnce interval is direc:t,,/ romputed. Thertlore th! sto,¡dOfd error is ,¡ot computed. See B_ Efron & fU

Tables 14A and 14B show additional measures that address the issue ofContamination.
Measures 127 and 130 are all recorded for the full population, and therefore are reported with
full certainty. Measures 128 and 129 are composite measures, as defined in the preceding
section. Measures 130 and 131 are reported for the sample. Measures 128, 129, 131 and 132
are reported with a 90% confidence interval. Measure 131 shows that in instances in which
customers received a first deliverable Retrofit Fix, 83.92% of the First Deliverables were
contaminated based on übject analysis. This same measure for the Critical Support Fix
population is 99.12%.

TABLE 14A: CONTAMINATION-RELATED COMPOSITE AND RATIO
MEASTURES FOR RETROFIT
Retrofit

Sample Siz.: 46
Population Siz.: 212
Confidenco Lovel: 90%
Total
Uppar
Total Bound

Total
Lower

Bound

Measura

127

Total nurnber of instances in which customers received a
contaminated First Deliverable based on analysis of delivered
objecls (Analysis)
(Union 122,125)

Standard

Averac_

Averace

Standard

Error of

Lower

Uppar
Bound

Averace

Total

Bound Averace

B14

Errorof

3.B4

Total nurnber of instances in 'Nhich customers received a
contaminated First or ldentifíed Oeliverable based on analysis of

128

129

130

131

132

objects and of development and testing documentation(Union 122,123,124,125)
Total number of instances in which customers received a
contaminated fix based on object and documentation analysis, when
CJ'oS5~use of a cU5torner~specífk environment renders: activities on
behall of the cuslomers infringing' tAnaiysi,)
(Union 122, 123, 124, 125, 126)
Percentage of instances in which customers receíved a First
Deliverable where that First Oelíverable \Nas contaminated based on
analysis 01 objecls 101ll1d in Delivered Updates and Fixes {Analysis}
(127/118)
Percentage of instances ín which customers received a first or
Identjfjed Deliverable where that First al' Identified Deliverable was
contaminated based on object and documentatían anaJysis ....
(Analy,!s)
(128/120)
Percentage of instances in which custome-rs rece-ived a First or
Identified Oeliverable where that First or ldent¡fied Oeliverable \NaS
contaminated based on object al' documentation analysis ar on the
faet that the customer' S environment 'Nas used to support other
customers" (Analysis)
(129/120)

1,019

1,224

1,430

125

4.80

5.77

6.74

0.59

1,028

1,279

1,531

153

4.85

6.04

7.22

0.72

71.56%

83.92% 96.29%

7.52%

74.64%

87.19% 99.74%

7.63%

89.75%

.. Tllese meos¡¡r¡;s ore reported by raklng Jnro occour!t thot som::: 01 thel((ompone'nts ore known 111 thE [(JI! pOpO/MiOO
,,~

Based on the

va¡'¡g~

far th~ numerator ond

denom~notorin

the sampte

el 46 fix~s, 05 reporUd in

roble A2

Va/ves in rabIes 12A and l~A produ<:f! o va!ue 01 8103%jormeasure 131 ond S-H9%formeastlrt! 132.
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APPl!(Jdix J. ihf5t va/ues orf IJsed ta provfde dassic l!stímates of th~ standard errors

TABLE 14B: CONTAMINATION-RELATED COMPOSITE AND RATIO
MEASTURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT
Critical Support
Sample Si:e: 238
Population Si:e: 973
Confidenca Laval: 90%
Total
Lower

Bound

Measure

127

Total number of Instances in which customers rec~ived a
contaminated first Oeliverable based on analysis of deHvered
objects (Analysis)
(Union 122,125)

Total

Total Standard
Upper
Erroraf
Total
Bound

Average

Average

Lower

Upper
Bound

Bound Average

24,417

Standard
Error o
Average

25.09

Total number of instances in which customers recéived a
contaminated first el' Identified Delíverable based on analysis of

objects and of development and testing documentation"
128

(Union 122,123,124,125}

24,895

25,390

25,885

301

25.59

26.09

26.60

0.31

129

Total number of instances in which customers received a
contamlnated flx based on object and documentation analysis, when
cross·use ofa customer·speciHc environment renders actívities on
behalf of Ihe cuslomers infrlnging' (Analysis)
{Union 122, 123, 124, 125, 126}

24,796

25,410

26,025

374

25.48

26.12

26.75

0.38

Percentage of instances In \.vhích customers received a. Flrst

130

Dellverable where that First Deliverable \N3S contaminated based on
analysis af objects found in Oelívered Updates and Fixes (Analysis)
(127/118)

93.72%

Percentage of instances in whlch custorners received a Flrst or

Identified Oelíverable where Ihal Firsl or Idenlifled Deliverable was

131

(:ontamínated based on object and documentation analysis ,¡",~.¡..
(Analysis}
(128/120)

98.65%

99.12%

99.52%

98.73%

99.19%

99.57%

Percentage of instanees In which customers received a Fírst or

identified Oeliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable was
contaminated based on object or documentatían analysis or on the
faet that the cus.tomer's environment was used to support other
customers'lO .," (Analysis)

132

(129/120)

~ Th~5e

meaSlUes are reponed by takmg ,'nto account that somt' 01 their components ore known In the fuI! popll.'ation

"'~ Ba~ed on the vollJ~S lor tne numerotor ond denominatar in the !iomple 01 238 fix~s, o~ r!porUd in roble A.3 In Appendix 3. The5! volu!~ ore used to provide dassi, estima tes 01 the standard !rrors.
Valtles in robles 128 ClI1d 148 prod!Jc~ a va/uf oI97.39%form~o5u(1!131 Clnd 97 47%formeasul"! 131.

- rhe lówer ond lIppU bounds ore cofculoted using 10,000 iterotions 01 repeClted sompling. The confidence ¡/1t'!!fVO{ is diffct,'.'I compvte,r There/ore the standard
TibshirCl(li, Aflll'ltrodlJction to the 8ootstrop, (ChopmOíl & Hall: 1993),168-176

error is not computed. Ser! 8 Eiron & R.J

Tables 15A and 15B present results for measures that address Object Contamination. AH
these measures are counted for the entire population of Fixes. Measure 138 demonstrates
that 87.66% ofhashes that were associated with a First Deliverable were contaminated in the
Retrofit Fix population. This same measure for the Critical Support Fix population is
67.96%.
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TABLE ISA: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
BASED ON OBJECT ANALYSIS
R.trofit
Population Si..: 212

135

M.asure
Tolal number 01 unlque hashes lar Ihe sel 01 COBOl. SQR. SQC, or
DAT Assoclaled Files In any Flrsl Dellverable conlamlnaled because
lhey \Vere delivered lo more Ihan one cuslomer (Delivered Updales
and Fixes--Analysis)

Total

Averace

1,628

1.68

200

0.34

1,121

8.15

Tolal number 01 unique hashes lorlhe sel 01 DAT Assoclaled Files in
any First Deliverable contaminated because they were created using
a generlc envlronment al" created with one customer's environment

136

131

but delivered to another customer (Delivered Updates and Fixes)

Tolal number 01 contamlnaled. unique hashes lar Ihe set al COBOL.
SQR. SQC or DAT Assoclated Files in any Flrsl Dellverable (Delivered
Updales and Fixes--Analysis)
(Union 13S,136)
Pereenlage 01 hashes lar the sel 01 COBOL. SQR. SQC or DAT
Associated Files in any First Oeliverable that are contaminated

138

144

based on object analysis (Dellvered Updales and Fixes--Analysls)
(137/(104'142))
Pereenlage 01 hashes lar Ihe sel 01 DAT Associaled Files In any First
Dellverable conlamlnaled because Ihey \'Iere ereated using a
generic environment al" created with cne customer's environment
bUI deilvered to another customer (Dellvered Updales and Flxes-Analysls)
(136/142)

81.66%

83.23%

TABLE lSB: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL
SUPPORT BASED ON OBJECT ANALYSIS
Criti.al Support
Populatlon SI••: 313
Measure

13S

Tolal number of unique hashes lar lhe sel 01 COBOL. SQR. SQC. or
DAT Associaled Files in any Firsl Deliverable contaminaled because
Ihey were dellvered lo more Ihan one customer (Deilvered Updales
and Fixes--Analysis)

Total

Av.rac_

4,013

4.13

2,388

3.01

5,112

5.25

Total number of unique hashes for the set of DAT Associated Files in
any First Deliverable contaminated because they were created using
a generlc environment or created witn one customer's environment

136

137

bul delivered lo anolher customer (Delivered Updales and Fixes)
Tolal number 01 conlaminaled, unlque hashes lar the sel al COBOL.
SQR, SQC or DAT Associated Files In any Firsl Deliverable (Delivered
Updates and Fixes-·Analysis)
(Unlon 13S,136)
Percenlage 01 has hes for lhe sel 01 COBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT
Assoclated files in any First Oeliverable that are contamínated
based on object analysis (Oelivered Updates and Fixes-·Analysis)

138

(137/(104>142))
Percenlage 01 hashes lar Ihe sel 01 DAT Assoclaled Files in any Rrst

61.36%

Deliverable contaminated because they were created using a
generlc environment or created ~tith one customer's environment

144

but deilvered to anolher cuslomer (Delivered Updales and Flxes-Analysis)
(136/142)

82.53%
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10) Conclusion

In this report, 1 have applied standard statistical theory to the question at hand. 1 have discussed
the reasons that sampling is appropriate in this particular setting. 1 have presented my results
aboye. These results are based on standard statistical formulas that are used in sampling
situations.

l~

/November 16, 2009
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Appendix 1 - Technical Appendix
Table A.1 lists the variable names and definitions that are used in the calculations.
TABLE A.l: VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
Variable
Name

Variable Description

N

Populatíon Size

n

SampleSize
Measure of Interest (information collected for each measure) for fix i;
The numerator for Ratio Measures.
Sample Mean
Estimated Population Total
Standard Error of Sample
Standard Error of Population Mean
Standard Error of Population Total
Sample Mean for Denominator for Ratio Measures
Estimated Populatíon Ratio
Sample Variance of Numerator of Ratio Measures
Sample Variance of Denominator of Ratio Measures
Sample Covariance of Numerator and Denominator for Ratio Measures

Var
Cov

Variance
Covariance

a. Mean Per Unit Estimator - Related Formulas
1 use the following equations to calculate the various results for measures 102, 114, 116,
119,123,124,126,139,140 and 141:
1) Sample Mean:

y = 2:n :¿1=1 Yi

2) Estimated Population Total:

Y = Ny

3) Standard Enor ofthe Sample:

Sy

= J:¿i(Yi - y)2J(n - 1)

4) Standard Enor of the Sample Mean: Sy

=~

5) Standard Enor ofthe Population Total: Sy = Ns y .
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b. Union Measures - Related Formulas
Measures 117, 128 and 129 are the unions oftwo or more measures where there may be
sorne overlap in the occurrences counted in each measure. The calculated population
totals and variance of these types of measures take into account this overlap.
For measure 117, the following relationships are applicable:
1) Y117

= Y11S + Y116 -

Y11sn116 , where Y117 is the estimated population total

for measure 117, Y11S is the fully measured population total for measure 115,

Y116 is the estimated population total for measure 116 and Y11sn116 is the
estimated population total for the overlap between measures 115 and 116.
Y11sn116 for each fix in the sample is calculated as Y11S

+ Yl16 - Y117 .

2) Because measure 115 is fully measured, it introduces no variance into
measure 117. Therefore, Var(Y117 ) = Var(Y116 )

+ Var(Y11sn116) -

2COV(Y116 , Y11sn116)'
3) Similarly, results can be derived for measures 128 and 129.

c. Sum of Two Measures - Related Formulas

1) Y120

= Y118 + Y119 , where Y120 is the estimated population total for measure

120, Y118 is the fully measured population total for measure 118, Y119 is the

estimated population total for measure 119.
2) Because measure 118 is fully measured, it introduces no variance into
measure 120. Therefore, Var(Y120 ) = Var(Yl19 )
3) Similarly, results can be derived for measure 134.

d. Ratio Estimator - Related Formulas
If the numerator is y and the denominator is x, then the ratio, R, is estimated as the ratio
of the sample means:

R = y/x. Unlike the mean per unit estimator, the ratio estimator
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may be biased but the bias is considered negligible in most cases.

43

The upper bound of

this bias can be estimated. 44 Furthernlore, because a ratio estimator is the ratio oftwo
random variables, the variance of this estimator is not well defined. However, it can be
derived using the Delta Method.

45

In the sample, values for the numerator and denominator were reported for measures 131
and 132. 1 calculate the ratio estimate,

R, by first calculating the sample mean ofthe

numerator as shown in Step 1 below. 1 then calculate the sample mean ofthe
denominator as shown in Step 2 below. Step 3 illustrates the calculation for the ratio
estimate,

R, as the ratio ofthese two sample means.

Finally, Step 4 shows the

approximation for the standard error of R.
1) Sample Mean ofNumerator:

y= ~n r t-- Yi
1

2) Sample Mean of Denominator:

x = ~n r?=l xi

3) Estimate ofthe Population Ratio:

R = y/x

e. Estimates for Lower and Upper Bounds Based on Repeated Sampling
For four measures for the Critical Support sample, 1 use repeated sampling to estimate the
upper and lower bounds because these estimates are close to the boundaries. For measure
William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977),
153. Paul S. Levy and Stanley Lemeshow, Sampling ofPopulations, Fourth Edition (New York:
Wiley & Sons, 2008), 191.
43

William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977),
162.

44

George Casella and Roger L. Berger, Statistical Inference, Second Edition (California: The
Wodsworth Group/Duxbury, 2002), 243-245. William G. Cochran, Sampling Technigues, Third
Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977), 155. John A. Rice, Mathematical Statistics and Data
Analysis, Third Edition (California: Brooks/Cole, 2007), 165-166.

45
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140 for the Critical Support, of the 238 observations in the sample, 237 have a value of zero
and one has a value of 2. The formula for the confidence interval based on the normal
approximation would yield a lower bound of less than zero. The point estimate for measure
131, which is the ratio ofmeasure 128 to measure 120, is very close to 100%. For measure
132, which is the ratio ofmeasure 129 to measure 120, the standard formula for the
confidence interval would yield an upper bound of greater than 100%. For measure 124 for
Critical Support, the formula for the confidence interval based on the normal approximation
yields a lower bound ofless than zero. To address these issues that can occur at the
boundaries (i.e. close to Oin the case of a count variable such as measure 140 or beyond Oor
1 for a proportion measure such as measure 132), 1 sample repeatedly from the data to
estimate the upper and lower bounds. This method involves drawing repeatedly and with
replacement from the sample to calculate a statistic of interest in each of the samples. The
resulting distribution of values of that statistic allows the estimation of the upper and lower
bounds. My methodology involves 10,000 repeated draws from the sample for each ofthese
measures. 46

See B. Efron & R.l. Tibshirani, An Introduction to the Bootstrap, (Florida: Chapman &
Hall/CRC, 1993), 168-176.

46
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Appendix 2 - Additional Figures and Tables
A. Distribution ofStatus ofFixes: Measure 103
The figure below shows the distribution of the status of Fixes in the populations and the samples
of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes.
FIGURE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS OF FIXES
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B. Composite Measures - Additional Tables
The results for measures 117, 120, 128, 129 and 134 are also reported in Section 8 of this rep011.
These are composite measures because they are either the sum or the union of two or more
measures. In Section 8, 1 report the results for these measures taking into account the fact that
information was collected for one of the component measures for the entire population. The use
of a full count of the entire population for one component eliminates the variance of that
component in the composite measure. For the sake of completeness, however, in this appendix I
present the results for these measures based on the samples.
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TABLE A.2: COMPOSITE MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
Retrofit
Sample Sile: 46
Po pul atlo n Size: 212

Confidence level: 90%

Measure· EXTRAPOLATEO FROM SAMPLE

Total

Total

Standard

Average

Average

Lower

Upper

Errorof

Lower

Upper

Error o

Bound

Total 80und

Total

Bound Average

Bound

Averace

Standard

Total number of envjronment5 usad in development Of testing of
fbces (SAS, Delivered Updates and FÍl<es, ConslIttantOocs and

117

120

128

129

134

Templates)
(Unlon 115,116)
Total number of instances in which customers recelved a S:irst
Deliverable or Identjfíed Deliverable (Oelivered updates and Fixes,
SAS)
(118+119)
Total number of ínstances ín vJhích Recipients receíved a
contaminated First or ldentífied Deliverable based on object and
documentatlon analysis (Analysis)
(Un Ion 122,123,124,125)
Total nUlnber of instances in whích customers: received a
contaminated fix based on object and documentation analys.is ......hen
cross·use of a customer-specifjc environment renders actívities on
behalf of the customers infringing (Analysis)
(Unlon 122, 123. 124. 125, 126)
Total number of copies of objects comprisiog First or Identjfjed
Oeliverables (including copies located In compre:5sed
files)(Oelivered Updates and Flxes, Data Warehouse, Eovlronment
Backúp, 8akTrak, 5AS)
(133+114)

476

571

667

58

2.24

2.70

3.15

0.27

1,270

1,691

2,113

256

5.99

7.98

9.97

1.21

1,017

1,419

1,822

245

4.80

6.70

8.59

1.15

1,066

1,475

1.883

248

5.03

6.96

8.88

1.17

34,505 55,944

13,034

13,067

61.63

162.76

263.89

61.48

TABLE A3: COMPOSITE MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT
Critlcal Support
Sample Size: 238
Populatlon Size: 973
Confidenca Level: 90%

Measur.· EXTRAPOLATED FROM SAMPLE

117

120

128

129

134

Total number of environments used io development ar testíog of
flxes (SAS, Delivered Updates and Flxes. Consultant Docs and
Templa'e,)
(Unlon 115,116)
Total number of instances in which customers received a First
Deliverable or ldentified Oeliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes,
5AS)
(U8+119)
Total number'of instancesln which Recíplents recelved a
contaminated Flrst or Identlfled Oeliverable based on object and
documentation analysís (Analysis)
(Unlon 122,123,124,125)
Total number of instances in w'hlch customers received a
contaminated fix based on abject and documentation anal'lsis, liJhen
cross-~Ise of a customer-specific environment renders activities on
behalf of the customers infringing {Analysis}
(Unlon 122, 123, 124, 125, 126)
Total number of copies of objects comprising First or Identified
Oeliverables (includlng copies located in compressed
fíles)(Dellvered Update:; and Fixes, Data Warehouse, Environment
Backúp, B.kTrak. 5AS)
(133+114)

Total
Lower
Bound

Estimatl:d
Total

5,507

6,034

6,562

321

5.66

6.20

6.74

0.33

26,569

29.345

32,122

1,688

27.31

30.16

33.01

1.73

26,312

29.088

31,864

1.688

27.04

29.89

32.75

1.73

26.332

29,108

31,884

1,688

27.06

29.92

663,978 737,787

44,872

590,170
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Total Standard
Errorof
Upper
Bound
Total

Averac.
LowRr

Averace
Upper
Bound Avera.e
Bound

606.55

682.40

32.77

758.26

Standard
Etroro
Average

1.73

46.12
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CONSULTING GROUP
DANIEL S. LEVY

ECONOMIST

EDUCATION

Ph.D., Economics, The University ofChicago
A.B., Economics, The University ofChicago (With Special Honors in Economics)
Daniel S. Levy specializes in applications of economics and statistics in the study of corporate
structures related to industrial organizationiantitrust, damages issues, and corporate performance.
He has studied economic, statistical and computing issues in a number of industries, ineluding
airlines, environment, oil and gasoline, healthcare, labor markets, pharmaceuticals,
telecommunications, and high technology markets among others. His work ineludes detailed
analyses and valuations of corporate functions, risks, and assets for international corporations for
use in business decision and litigation. He has testified in State and Federal court and for
Government Agencies.
Antitrust and Industrial Organization: For antitrust matters, Dr. Levy has studied the ability of
collusive agreements to increase prices and has investigated the extent to which primary
customers can pass along price increases to secondary customers. In addition, his work has
focused on basic chemicals and cornmodities. He has studied international and national market
prices for cornmodities such as citric acid, nickel, vitamins oil and gasoline.
Statistics and Sampling: He has also testified about sampling and statistical issues in Federal
Court, presented statistical issues to the Department of Justice, the Securities Exchange
Cornmission, other Government Agencies, and served as a court appointed Expert Arbitrator for
the United States Internal Revenue Service.
Dr. Levy has developed and implemented advanced analytical methods for quality control tests
for major corporations. For more than a decade, Dr. Levy led a team of economists and
statisticians in monthly testing of quality of service for multiple telecommunications companies.
He also has performed economic and statistical work in telecommunications, transportation,
manufacturing, financial services, mining, oil and gas, consumer durables, healthcare,
pharmaceuticals and medical devices industries. He has extensive experience in deve10ping
statistical methods for practical business applications.
43

Finance and Financial Services: Dr. Levy has worked on a number of cases involving late
trading and rapid trading issues and Market Maker trading behavior brought against financial
institutions by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the New York Attomey General.
He has performed a wide range of event studies for securities valuations for IOB-5 disputes and
for general damages. He has estimated damages associated with late and rapid trading. He has
studied the appropriate use of interest rates for use in damages models. He has presented his
research in Federal Court, and before Govemment Agencies including DOJ, NY-OAG, FCC, and
SEC among others.
He is expert in numerous statistical and modeling applications, and has modeled complex
economic and social factors affecting, labor, demographic and market behavior.
Prior to founding Advanced Analytical Consulting Group, Dr. Levy was the National Market
Leader for Economic and Statistical Consulting for Deloitte Financial Advisory Services and had
served as the Global Leader ofEconomic Consulting for Arthur Andersen. Prior to that he held
research and consulting positions at Charles River Associates, The RAND Corporation,
Needham-Harper Worldwide Advertising, SPSS lnc. and The University ofChicago
Computation Center.

EXPERT TESTIMONY/AFFIDAVITS
Drs Newco III, lnc v. Night Vision Equipment Company Holding, lnc, 2008, Expert
Report, Testimony, Damages in High Technology Market.

lnvesco lnstitutional (N.A.) lnc v Deutsche lnvestment Management Americas, lnc,
2008, Expert Report, Damages in Financial Services Indllstry.

•

Securities and Exchange Commission v. Kenneth D. Pastemak and John P. Leighton,
2007, 2008. Expert Report, Testimony, Secllrities Trading and Market Making Damages.

Cytologix v. Ventana, 2002, 2007 Expert Report, Depositions, Testimony, Antitrllst in
High Technology Medical Market.

Rubin Squared lnc. v. Cambrex Corporation, 2006 Case No. 03-ClV. 10138(PAC) Expert
Report.

44

Polaris Industries Ine. v. Commission ofRevenue, 2005, Expert Report, Minnesota Tax
Court, Doeket No. 7694-R

Before the New Mexieo Department ofInsuranee, 2004, Expert Report, Health Insurance
Merger.

•

Carolyn Fears, et al. v. Wilhelmina Model Ageney, Ine., et al., 2003, Expeli Report and
Deposition, Antitrust Price-Fixing.

Shoshone and Arapaho Indian Tribes v. the United States of Ameriea, 2003, Expert
Report and Deposition, Statistical Sampling.

Peehiney Plastie Paekaging Ine. v. Continental PET Teehnologies Ine. 2002, Expert
Report and Deposition, 2002, Statistical Sampling/Patent Infringement.

Before the Illinois Commeree Commission, 2001, Expert Report and Testimony,
Statistical Methods.

IRS Expert Arbitrator, 2000, James Sehilling Ine., v. Internal Revenue Serviee, Expert
Arbitrator Report and Decision.

•

Before the Wiseonsin Publie Utilities Commission, 2000, Expert Report and testimony
Statistical Methods.

Before the New Mexieo Insuranee Commissioner, 1999, Expert Witness, Hospital
Merge.

Before the Miehigan Publie Serviee Commission, 1998, Expert Affidavit, Statistical
Analysis.
Statistieal Methods for Parity Tests ofTeleeommunieations Resale and Retail Markets,
Before the Indiana Publie Serviee Commission, 1998, Expert Affidavit, Statistical
Analysis.

Before the FCC, CC Doeket No. 98-56, RM-91O 1, 1998, Expert Affidavit, Statistical
Analysis.

45

Graber, A. et al. v. Giuliani, United States Distriet Court Southem Distriet ofNew York,
1998, Expert Affidavit and Deposition, Statistical Sampling and Survey Research.

Marisol, A. et al. v. Giuliani, United States Distriet Court Southem Distriet ofNew York,
1998, Expert Affidavit and Deposition, Statistical Sampling and Survey Research.

DFW v. Continental Air Lines, Texas, 1998, Expert Deposition and Testimony.

Randall's Food Markets, Ine., v. Fleming Companies, Ine., The American Arbitration
Assoeiation Dallas, Texas, June, 1998, Expert Affidavit, Statistical Sampling.

Randall's Food Markets, Ine., v. Fleming Companies, Ine., The American Arbitration
Assoeiation Dallas, Texas, February 1998, Expert Report, Statistical Sampling.

Dona1d E. Haney v. Timesavers Ine., et al. United States Distriet Court, Distriet of
Oregon, January 1998, Expert Testimony, Patent Infringement.

Merek-Medeo Managed Care Ine. v. Rite Aid Corporation et al. Northem Distriet of
Maryland, May 1997, Expert Deposition, Antitrllst.
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1. ORACLE USA, INe., a Colorado corporation, ORACLE INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION, a California corporation, ORACLE EMEA LIMITED, an Irish private
limited company, and SIEBEL SYSTEMS INe., a Delaware corporation ,Plaintiffs ,v.
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